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December 19, 2017 

 

European Banking Authority 

Floor 46, One Canada Square 

London, E14 5AA 

United Kingdom 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the “Discussion Paper on the Significant Risk Transfer in Securitisation 

(EBA-DP-2017-03)”. We are supportive of the EBA’s attempt to harmonise the heterogeneous supervisory 

approaches across Member States with respect to assessment of significant risk transfer (SRT) in securitisation 

transactions and treatment of certain structural features impacting SRT. 

Barclays has contributed to the joint industry response submitted by the Association for Financial Markets in Europe 

("AFME") and the International Association of Credit Portfolio Managers ("IACPM”), (together the “Joint 

Associations”), on the above proposals and are supportive of the comments and recommendations made therein. 

Additionally, in this letter, we wish to respond to the firm specific quantitative impact questions in the Discussion 

Paper and also highlight some other important issues for Barclays that are not covered in the Joint Associations’ 

response. 

SRT process related requirements should be proportionate to materiality/complexity of SRT transactions  

The Joint Associations’ have responded on the EBA’s question regarding the volume of SRT activity in the EU based on 

the updated IACPM securitisation market survey.  

We would like to highlight that the IACPM survey does not include the numerous “client-driven” SRT transactions 

carried out by Barclays, such as co-managed US CMBS transactions to which Barclays may have contributed a portion 

of the underlying loans. These transactions are relatively immaterial and contain none of the structural features that 

the EBA has expressed concerns upon in the Discussion Paper, but are notified to the competent authority as they 

may technically fall under SRT requirements.   

Unlike the more material/complex own-balance sheet driven transactions which are discussed with the competent 

authorities in advance, these transactions are currently notified after closing as allowed by our local competent 

authority since they are fairly uniform and immaterial, with the risk transfer being achieved on the basis that Barclays 

may retain only a de minimus amount of the junior tranches (if any) with no complex structural features that may 

impair the risk transfer. 

We request that the EBA take a proportionate approach and allow firms to exempt such transactions from the 

procedural requirements proposed in the Discussion Paper, such as pre-notification and detailed self-assessment 

requirements, subject to the firms agreeing the scope of such exemption with their local competent authorities.  

Impact in terms of SRT achievement of the proposed SRT tests on existing transactions  

Question 26 of the Discussion Paper enquires about the impact of the new mechanistic tests (both Options 1 and 2) 

on the firm’s existing transactions under Basel 4 rules. 

We can confirm that the proposals would not impact SRT achievement for our existing trades as the junior tranches 

are of sufficient thickness to meet the new proposed tests. 
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However, we would like to reiterate the Joint Associations’ response on this matter that the SRT test should consider 

the total amount of losses transferred to investors through first loss and mezzanine tranches rather than being fixated 

on specific thickness of each tranche. This is because, as illustrated in the Joint Associations’ response, the proposed 

tests would result in different SRT outcomes for transactions having different sizes of first loss and/or mezzanine 

tranches, even if the same amount of risk is transferred in total to the investors through sale of these tranches. This is 

a deficiency in the current rules as well as the new proposed SRT tests. 

If you have any further questions on the content of this response, please do not hesitate to contact Samad Sayyed 

(samad.sayyed@barclays.com). 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 
 

Dipal Patel 

Managing Director 

Head of Policy, Barclays Finance 
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